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Integrate Your Video with Business Intelligence
Gain real-time management of video and data in a single interface by adding DIGIOP 
Data to our video management solution. By combining the power of video with 
information from back-office systems, DIGIOP extends the value of video well beyond 
the traditional surveillance benefits of loss prevention, security and risk management.

What are the Benefits of DIGIOP Data?
ÂÂ Gain valuable insight into your business operations
ÂÂ Real-time management of many types of data exceptions
ÂÂ Quickly identify and verify unusual or fraudulent activity
ÂÂ Improve customer service experience by knowing customer queue lengths & wait times
ÂÂ Video and data is in a user-friendly dashboard

With DIGIOP Data, You Can:

Integrate Video Analytics

Greatly improve visibility into  
location performance and profitability

ÂÂ Store conversion rates
ÂÂ Customer queue lengths & wait times
ÂÂ Speed & quality of service metrics
ÂÂ Area occupancy, traffic patterns and 
people counting

Mine Data

Efficiently mine data for specific  
events & view associated video

ÂÂ Do a “Google-like” search  
of your data

ÂÂ Use multiple data criteria to  
filter search results

ÂÂ Use Boolean search terms: contains,  
equals, and, less than, greater than, etc.

ÂÂ Easily export data with  
Data Summary Forwarder

Access POS Data in Real-Time 

See live trending reports so you can  
make adjustments in real time

ÂÂ Simultaneously access POS data  
and associated video in real-time 

ÂÂ Full transaction detail
ÂÂ Identify fraudulent transactions
ÂÂ Real-time exception reporting
ÂÂ Live trending charts
ÂÂ Receive notifications and alerts  
about suspicious events



Get MORE from DIGIOP

Benefits of the DIGIOP Universal Data Driver

Multiline Capture  
with Serial or TCP

Digiop Universal  
Data Driver

Custom  
API Driver

Live Transactions   

Transaction Counts   

Keyword Search   

Associated Video Resources   

Live Data Filtering LImITED  

Recorded Data Filtering LImITED  

Exception Transactions  

Fraudulent Exceptions  

Conversion Rates  

Data mining  

Custom Query Creation

Development Cost

Development Time 

How is DIGIOP Data Different?
DIGIOP Data is more than a text overlay – it is a seamless integration with 
our video management solution. Direct links are created between your video 
and data, fully integrating both into the dashboard. This allows your data and 
associated video to be easily searchable and utilized. Best of all, DIGIOP Data 
allows you to use any system with .XmL output.

DIGIOP Integration

ÂÂ Live Transactions
ÂÂ Graphical Interface
ÂÂ Exception Transactions
ÂÂ “Google-Like” Search
ÂÂ Data mining
ÂÂ Data Filtering

Traditional Integration

ÂÂ Text Overlay
ÂÂ Keyword Search

ÂÂ Integration is developed in just a 
couple of days by DIGIOP

ÂÂ Only requires system’s .XmL file
ÂÂ Integration specific for your business,  
while being turn-key

ÂÂ Customized tool without the 
customized price tag

ÂÂ Back office individual register support
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Available:
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